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this is an old topic but it keeps getting bumped on by newbies who have questions and still can't find the right thread, so i'm going to give it a go. ive
used the pcga tool and the tool in a site called.. https://www.pcga.com/ the pcga tool works great on most laptops and overclocking your cpu requires
no skill or knowledge. i tend to leave my laptop on stock settings and leave the fan in the rest of the time. with all the mods i have, overclocking just

doesn't seem worth the effort as my laptop is never anywhere near as loud. bios is firmware that is embedded on a small memory chip on the
computer's system board or motherboard. it acts as an interface between the computer's hardware and the operating system. the bios also contains

instructions that the computer uses to perform basic instructions such as date, time, whether to boot from ahard disk drive, usb drive, or the network,
and so on. so what is bios anyways, the codes that allows the computer to start, and the hardware to recognize the os's instructions. also says how

much voltage you got, what memory speed you got, and what mainboard you got and such. such a simple feature yet very important to the
performance, reliability, and memory if you want the computer to start and fully function right. ok now before i get started ill let you guys know what
kind of computer ill be dealing with. i'm working on a alienware m18x a05 with a intel i7 920 processor. my native or stock motherboard is the a05/b1
but all the mainboard is the same thing. if you do not know what your motherboard is check your motherboard on the intel mainboards website, and

then click a link that will say manual or click a link to bios update manual. anyways you can see here that its a low power cpu, that basically says it is a
500 watt i7 920. ive gotten so much faffin stuff from trying to get this thing working and i want to share so some one can do it and get a cpu with a lot

of power and a lot of tdp. i know not everyone is interested but i will give you the next step once i get there and see if you are intrested in it.
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i've used p45-j0, p45-j1, p45-j2, and the p45-j3 with success. the bios can be flashed with an spi programmer,
or by using a bios-flashing utility, such as the one provided in the bios download above. in addition, the bios
can also be flashed by removing the cmos battery and turning the computer on. the p45-j0, p45-j1, p45-j2,

and p45-j3 will all download an updated version of the bios from lenovo, but these bios versions are not
necessarily compatible with the one you have now. p45-j2 will not download the version you're using, only
the latest one. p45-j0, p45-j1, and p45-j3 will all download the latest version and you can verify if it's the

version you want by checking the "release notes" section. the p45-j3 will flash the bios even if it is already
the latest version. if you do not have a compatible version, you can download one from lenovo using the link
in the bios download. the bios can be flashed with an spi programmer, or by using a bios-flashing utility, such
as the one provided in the bios download above. you can also download an updated version of the bios from

the lenovo website. you will not be able to flash using a bios-flashing utility unless you have a compatible
bios version. after completing the bios flashing, you can verify that your bios is working correctly by using the
bios test mode. to access the bios test mode, press f2 at the post and hold the delete key at the same time.
you should see a menu where you can test the keyboard, lights, and all other devices. please test your bios

to verify that it is working correctly before proceeding to the next step. if you want to verify the bios version,
see the bios download above. if you have a bios-flashing utility and have not used it before, you should test
the bios before flashing. this will ensure that there are no issues with your hardware or software. if you need

help with the bios flashing, you can ask in the bios flashing community on google groups. 5ec8ef588b
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